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Vle have studied the decay + 0 + K -w +e + v 
1 I :!: 

,- 2y- 2e 
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{1) 

+· using stopping K met::ona in the Berkeley 30-inch heavy liquid bubble chamber. 

-3 The chamber filling wa!J freon, c
3 

F 
8

, having a density 1.22 gm em and 
6 ., 

radiation length 28 em. A total of 250 000 picture~ containing. z. 9:< 10 stopped 
.J.. 

K ·'a was taken. 

The film was scanned for Ke 
3 

decays that satisfied the .iollowing criteria: 

1. The poSitron from the K+ 4ecay went through a maximum radius vector 

(Fig. 1), without change of ionization; 

+ 2. Two electron-positron pairs pointed back to the K decay point on all three 

stereo views. .. 
3. Neither o! these pairs was tangential to the positron near the origin. · 

4. The K+ ionization was consistent with a decay at rest, and there were no 

kinks or changes of ionization along the incoming K+ track within i em 

of the origin. 
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Condition 1 ensured that the .charged secondary was unambiguously identified 

as a positron. Condition 3 ·~liminated events 'in which one of the pairs was due to 
~ . ~ . . -. . . 

a bremsstrahlung !rom the decay positron. This criterion may eliminate· some· 

genuine events. · We have calculated the magnitude. o£ this ef!ect and find it small 

. compared to the statistical error. Condition 4 largely eliminated a background 
. . . . . ... ·. + +'·. + 

contamination of T1 and K!J.
3 

decars for which the 11' 1..1.. chain or J.1 , respectively, 

' 
were less than 1 em. 

All the tracks from the decay were measured by means of the Behr-Mittner 

~ethod !or calculating the ~o~enta an9- error~. i A two-constraint fit for the Ke
3 

hypothesis was made for each event. 

film, fitted the hypothesis." 
' 

A positron-detection effiCiency D (E ) as a function of positron energy was e e · . . 
. ' 

calculated by means of a Monte Carlo .method similar to that described in reference 

2. This efficiency varied !rom 100% at E = 0 to 30o/o at E = E • : The we . e . e · e max 

detection efficiency D11' (E11') was also estimated by means pf a Monte Carlo pro-

gram. The maxin1.um variation in . 1r? detection efficiency was ZOo/o over' the epee-
. ' 

trum. Each event was weighted by 1/(D {E ) · D (E )] •. All the distributions . · e e . 1i 'It' · 

shown contain this· weighting factor. 

We ignor~d the correlation between . D~(Ee) and D,...(E'l1'); this is expected to 

be significant at high positron momenta. T~e importance of this correlation is 

evidenced by the fact that our weighted experimental distributions in electron 
. . 

variables are not identical with the corresponding distributions in neutrino var-
~ . 

iables. In Ke3 decay these distributions are identical, in the approximation 

that· Me = 0. Because. of this, we have plotted in Figs. 3 ~nd 5 the sum of the 

positron and neutrino distributions. The reason for doing this is that, due to the 

shape of the Dalitz plot in E and E , (Fig. Z), these summed distributions are 
. e v . 

almost independent of biases or inaccuracies in the weighting procedure. 
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The most general form of the matrix element for Ke 3 decay is 
. (, 

M « ·:1 u ·~j ~ Aj •• 
. j v .· e. . , - .. •' 

. where the Oj' s are the Dirac ~atrices cor~esponding to the three possible types 

o£ coupling scalar, vector, and tensor, a.nd u oj· u is the lepton current. .The 
"' e 

strong-interactio~ currents· Aj are of the fbr~: 

Scalar Aj «! II 

s 

Vector Aj « f~(Pk + P'l1') ·f .. (Pk- P"") 

Tensor Aj « ff pk p 'If • 

The P' s. are. 4-momenta, and the !' s are dimensionless form factors that depend . 

on the pion energy alone. 
I •.·-

The distribution in cos o.{the angle between the direction of the neutrino or·. 

positron momentum in the dilepton center-of-mas.s system and the direction o! the 

pion) is independent of the ~nergy dependence of the !orm factors and provides a 
. . 3 • . 

sensitive test o! the nature o~ the interaction. In Fig •. 3 the sum of the .exp~r-
. . 

. imental distributions in cos a.ew and coso.""" is compared with the distributions 

predicted for pure vector, scalar, and te~sor. The distribution is shown for only 

0 ~cos a.~ 1, since the distribution !rom 0 > cos a ~ -1 io a'mirror image of the 

former (coso. = - coso. ). Vector is very strongly favored in agreement with 
. e'l1' """ . 

the V-A theory of weak interactions. A(V, S) or (V, T) mixture is also possible 

but less likely than pure vector . 
.. 

1! the coupling in Ke
3 

decay is pure vector, the distribution in pion kinetic 

energy is given by .. 
(Z) 

and hence can be used to investigate the energy dependence of the form factor !+. 

The term containing f .. is negligible in Ke 3 decay. It is generally believed that £.+ 
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is a. slowly varying function of the 4-momentum t~ansfer · qz= M; + ~ -.. ~~; E~,and 
. . . ·'' 2 ·. 0 

it may. therefore, be e':panded in a power series in . q ~ . We have fitted the 11' . 

energy spectrum, Fig.-4, t~ E~. (l) with.&. f· i+~q2/MZ and with the exper-
• I + 11' 

2 . ·. 
· imenta.l error distribution folded in. The. x probabUi~y for the fit is So/o. The 

poor fit is· due to an excess of events at low pion momenta and may aris13_ !rom 

a tail in the '!'1'
0 m'omentum error distribution. · The value of X, which minimizes 

x2, is ~ = .. 0.02 ~g:gi . Since. only the high-momentum end of the spectrum is 
~ 

sensitive to the possible energy dependence of the form factor, the value of -~ is 

almost independent of the low-energy tail. 
'•,l'' 

Figure 5 shows the combined electron· and neutrino-momentum spectrum.· 

'·, 

·. '• '. ' + ' ,'.' 
The distribution in COfJ 4'' where l\1' is angle between e and ,o, is shown in .. 

· ev e'l'l' - · .· 
' . 

Fig. 6. Both distributions are' in excellent agreement with the hypothesis of a 

pure vector interaction with constant form factor. 
- . + . 4 

Our results are in good agreement with the previou~ study of Ke3 _decay. 
. . ' 

However, in contrast to this i>revious experiment, our eve,JltS are kinematically 

over-determined and hence have been completely reconstructed • 
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' FIGURE CAPTIONS • .. ·; 

;·. ·'' 
I -~, ' I ....... : ..... 

· .. '· .. Fig.· i.' I, .·. 
•.:; 

•: .-,·. 

<' ••·•• 

~ '. . The maximum radius vector R ; .. is marked on the po~itc;r.ri .. t .. rack. 
. max . .. . .. ·· .·· ·· . .. 

': .. 
' . 

. · Fig. 2. The boundS.ries of the Dalitz plot of Ee, Ev for Ke 3 decay. 

•. ,Fig. 3. 
~ . 

The sUm of the weighted distributions in coso. · and cos o. . 
. · . . 'lfe . 'lfV . 

· The smooth curves are the distributions predicted for a pure.vector,, .. 

·scalar, and tensor interaction. The diatribution is symmetrical about 

. ·f. 

. ; . cos a.. L= O. . ;rr ' 
...... \-_ 

Fig. 4. · .. Weighted pion-kinetic-energy spectrum.· The smooth curve is a. 
-'.; 

best fit of our data to Eq. (2), with the error· spread in pion energy. · ··• 

folded in. . '. '., 
~ ' . "" 

Fig. s.· Sum of the .weighted positron<e.J:id neutrino-momentum distributions. 

The curves show the distributions for a pure vector~ scalar, and tensor 

· interaction, assuming a constant f()rm factor.: 
. ' 

Fig. 6. ·Distribution of cos q. (q. · is.angle between e +and ,r~) for the· 
· e'lf err · · 

weighted events. The curves show the distributloni· !or pure vector, 

scalar,. and tensor. interactions, assuming a constant form factor. 
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